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Two faces who took part in an inner-city program to turn convicted criminals into
amateur preachers are wondering if the work has paid off. Andres Carballo did
the kind of inner-city work that made him a star. The court imposed a sentence

of nine years in jail, followed by two years' probation. Whetu was born in a
village in Ohangwira, a rural community some 260 kilometres north of Auckland.

Education was another of Whetu's privileges. Whetu's father, he says, was an
educated man who worked in the primary school and taught the local kids. He
got a job in Auckland, but the family's fortunes soon changed. Whetu says his

father got divorced. "He went back to Ohangwira. And I went with him. He had a
lot of problems with alcohol and he died in his hotel room." Whetu did not stay in
Ohangwira. It was not his home. Whetu says he had a hard time in Auckland. "I
had a lot of problems, and I wanted to kill people and do a lot of things. I was
getting into a lot of trouble. I don't even know what I would have done if I had
not gone to that school." The HOD School opened its doors 10 years ago. The

charity's policy is to place young Māori offenders in high-risk schools where they
have increased contact with others. In the opinion of the school's headmaster, it

has worked. "The Māori kids come out of the school successful and have no
problems. The problem kids have problems. "And what we find is that they come
out of the school with families who are positive and have positive attitudes, and
positive outlooks on life. And it's the parents who can pass this on to the kids."

When the results of the school's first five years are analysed, they point to
success. The percentage of first-time teen-aged offenders who continue

offending has plummeted. So has the percentage of Māori offenders. Only about
half of the initial offenders continue offending, but that's half a 100. The school

has a second phase of its research to report next year. The school is also
investigating the effectiveness of its Big Brothers scheme with at-risk teenagers.

Whetu says he is glad he went to the H 6d1f23a050
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